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Abstract: The Growth Of Open Source Software has created a major change In Software Development. Open Source Binds The Power Of Distributed Peer Review And Transparency To Create High Quality, Secure And Easily Integrated Software At An Accelerated Pace And Lower Cost. Since OSS Has Reached A Mature Stage, Adoption In Business Has No Barrier. Effective Communication Between The OSS Developer Communities Is One Of The Signposts That Contribute The Open Source Success. In This Paper A Communication Validation Tool Is Proposed, That Brings Out Contribution Index, Community Between-Ness Certainty, Community Density Of The Communication Network. It Also Presents The Nativity Of Developer Community, Progress Of Activity And Distribution Overtime.

I. Introduction


Facts Of OSS
By Switching To OS We Expect To Cut 20% From IT Budget - CTO Lastminute.Com
We Are Amazed At The Speed And Reliability Of Linux - CTO Unilever
• 50% Of Chief Information Officers Are Committed To OSS
• 70% Of Increase In Investments On Open Source Projects
• 40% Of Companies Are Planning To Migrate Mission Critical Software To OSS In The Coming Year
• 80% Of Internet Infrastructure Is Based On OSS
• Nine Out Of Ten Banks Use OSS
These Are The Current Facts That Fetch The Sight Of Proprietary Software User To Migrate To OSS.

Communication In OSS

Since The Open Source Developers Are Globally Spread, They Don’t Have Face To Face Interaction And They Won’t Work Under One Roof. They Never Follow Strict Work Hours And Most Of The Developers Are Volunteers Who Coordinate With Others To Bring Up Successful Project. Comfortable Discussions, Efficient, Continuous, Proficient Code Development And Faster Bug Rectification Are Factors That Lead To A Successful, Good Quality Open Source Software. Without Communication And Contribution No Open Source Software Development Is Successful.

Hence Open Source Developers Use Internet Massively For Their Communication Purpose. Social Networks And E-Mail Networks Also Make Their Foot In Their Discussions. Most Of The Open Source Developer Communities Use E-Mail Networks For Discussion And Code Commit. In This Paper We Analyze The Archive Of Mails Send And Received By The Apache Qpid- Open Source AMQP Developer Community. The Extended Information System Model Proposed By Sara Fernandez, Presents That Quality Contribution Without Communication Is Impossible. In This Paper We Analyze The Communication Between The Developers Of Apache Qpid- AMQP Open Source Software To Come Up With Measures Like Contribution Index, Community Between-Ness Certainty, Community Density Of The Communication Network.
2.1 Open Source Software
Open Source Is The Term Used To Describe Software, Of Which The High-Level Code Is Supplied Free Of Charge To Whoever Would Like It, By Definition, They Are Permitted To:
- Use The Code For Whatever They Wish
- Edit And Modify The Code To Suit Their Needs
- Redistribute The Code To Whoever They Wish
- Improve The Software, And Redistribute It In Its Modified Form

When All These Conditions Are Met, Software Is Considered Truly Open Source.

Open Source Software (OSS) Projects Are Developed And Distributed For Free, With Full Access To The Project Source Code. Recently There Has Been A Significant Increase In The Use Of These Projects. Some OSS Projects Have Earned Themselves A High Reputation And Corporate Sponsorships. Large Corporations (E.G., IBM, SUN Microsystems) Are Becoming Involved With The OSS Movement In Various Capacities.

2.2 Measures For Quality And Success In OSS
When The Volunteers Fail To Produce Reliable Contribution For Any Open Source Software, It Meets The Darker Side. Analysis Of Web Hosting For OSS, Such As Github Or Sourceforge Provides Useful Insight About The Success History Of Many OSS. Sourceforge Is One Of The Most Popular Hosting Sites For Free Software With Over 313,000 Projects. It Is Not Only A Good Resource To Find Well Maintained Projects, But Also To Find Out A Large Number Of Abandoned Projects And Low Quality Code. The Most Common Problems Identified Are The Unsupported Code, Configuration Management, Security Updates And Users That Do Not Know How To Report Bugs.

1. Unsupported Code Affects Quality. Note That It Is Impossible To Know How To Handle Code That Has Previously Been Contributed But It Is Now Unmaintained;
2. Configuration Management Affects Quality Depending On The Number Of Contributions. It Is Difficult For The Lead Developer To Test All Contributions;
3. Security Updates Affects Quality Since, Although Some Bugs Are Fixed There Isn’t Any Schedule To Make The Fixes Available;
4. Users Who Sometimes Do Not Know How To Report A Bug And Often Fail To Include Enough Information In Bug Reports;

All These Problems Need To Be Faced And It Is Necessary To Come Up With A Range Of Measures That Can Attest The Quality Of An OSS Product. Some Say That The Quality Of OSS Can Be Measured By The Number Of Users And The Code Quality. Actually, In The Book “The Cathedral And The Bazaar”, Raymond Suggests That The Level Of Quality Is Partly Due To The High Degree Of Peer Review And User Involvement Often Found In Free Software Projects.

Communication And Contribution In OSS
It Is Clear That The OSS Phenomena Are Mainly Driven By The Developer’s Communities. Although OSS Projects Differ Amongst Themselves, For Example, In Their Size, Also The Communities Differ In Levels Participation In Coding And Communication. Actually, Communication And Contribution Also Depend On Having Suitable Strategies. These Strategies Have A Number Of Dependencies That Can Be Measured. Communication In OSS Also Contributes To Knowledge, Sharing And Collective Innovation.

As Far As Communication Is Concerned Stable Releases, Participation, Interactivity And Release Strategy Are Considered Measures.

- **Software Constant Releases** Are Considered A Communication Measure Even If Some Authors Hold That An OSS Project Never Leaves The Beta State. Stable Releases May Be Considered A Measure Of Communication Since New Releases Typically Bring In New Users, I.E., The Number Of Downloads Should Increase Compared To Previous Releases.
- **Also, The Release Notes** Improve Communication Between Developers And Users, Which Helps To Boost The Testing Function Shared By Users;
- **Participation** In Developing, Testing And Use Is Also An Obvious Measure;
- **Communication Interactivity** Is Expected To Have A Positive Impact On OSS Development. It Is Believed That A Good, Interactive Communication Between Developers Leads To Successful And Quality Products;
III. CPV Tool Architecture

The Architecture Consists Of Two Tier, In Which The First Tier Consist Of A E-Mail Parser Which Decomposes The Sender Id, Recipient Id, Time, Date, Subject And Content Of The Mail And Stored In A Database. The Database Can Be Queried To Produce Varies Results. The Second Tier Contains An Implementation That Produces The Analysis Report Of The Communication Network Of Apache Qpid- AMQP Developers. The Report Will Produce Contribution Index, Community Between-Ness Certainty And Community Density Of The Communication Network.

IV. Methodology

The Individual Developer’s Involvement Or Contribution Can Be Measured Using Contribution Index. The Following Formula Is Used In Measuring The Same.

\[
\text{Contribution Index} = \frac{\# \text{ Of Msg. Sent} - \# \text{ Of Msg. Received}}{\# \text{ Of Msg. Sent} + \# \text{ Of Msg. Received}}
\]

Community Between-Ness Centrality Measures The Ability Of A Developer In Terms Of Accessing The Communication Network Resources And How The Developer Manages Information Flow With Others. It Also Provides The Level Of Involvement Of A Particular Developer In The Communication Network. Community Between-Ness Centrality Identifies The Core Members Of The OSS Development Process

\[
\text{Community Between-Ness Centrality} = 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n} \frac{G_{ik}(P_j)}{G_{ik}}
\]

Where \( G_{ik} = \) No. Of Geodesics From Developer \( P_i \) To \( P_k \) (Geodesics Is The Shortest Path Between 2 Developers In The Communication Network), \( G_{ik}(P_j) = \) No. Of Geodesics That Contain Developer \( P_j \) As An Intermediary In The Geodesics From \( P_j \) To \( P_k \).

Community Density Is The Measure That Provides The Ability Of The Group To Respond To Changes, Critical Issues And Unity. It Measures The Withstanding Capacity Of The Group In All Issues.

\[
\text{Community Density} = \frac{2L}{G(G-1)}
\]

Where \( L = \) No. Of Communication Links In The Community Network, \( G = \) No. Of Developers In The Community Network.

Three Stage Least Square Estimate

Success Is Measured From Both Demand And Supply Side. It’s Known The Need And Supply Would Affect Each Other Concurrently. Therefore, We Apply Three-Period-Least- Square (Three Stage Least Squares Estimate) Method To Assess The Data By Eview. From Outcomes By Three Stage Least Squares Estimate, We Discover The Impact Of Conversation Design On Improvement Action Is Critical. The Product Shows The Critical Impact For Project Density And Both Project Centrality On Improvement Action, Which Support The Following Theory:

Theory 1: Centralized Jobs Could Be Highly Likely To Reach Greater Development Action.
Theory 2: The Project Expansion Activity Will Be Negatively Affected By Project Density.

V. Results And Discussion

The Task Achievement Is Taken From Both Contribute Side - Demand Side, And Advancement Task - Project Reputation. Improvement Exercise Is Assessed By The Amount Of Stopped Bugs In A Fixed Period (I.E. One Month To The Data Compilation Date); Popularity Is Considered By The Number Of Downloads In A Predetermined Period. Both Of Two Measures Are Accounted On Sourceforge.Net.

Data Analysis Reveals The Typical Job Centrality Is Around 54.13% And It Amounts From Zero To 100%;
And the typical thickness is around 20.63% and it ranges from 1.84% to 100%. To immediately understand the communication design of the task group, currently the communication design graphs of two example projects by using UCINET draw tool. Job "Gaim" has the best density in the test projects (centrality: 46.98%; thickness 1.84%). Job "Filezilla" has the greatest centrality (centrality 100%; density: 22.22%).

Communicating design of the task group is taken by project density and project centrality; while the project achievement is seen in relation to recognition and improvement action. Results, shown in Figure 2, are typically supportive of the theories posted in this document. In most cases, from our research, we realize that variables which lead to provide and need side success might be distinct. This means that various meanings of OSS success demand different group of predictors. For instance, the conversation patterns are somewhat more related to the action level in the designer side; the goal group is more associated with the recognition of the item, etc.

Outcomes of three stage least square estimate is summarized in Figure 2.

DA → Development Activity
Pty → Popularity
PC → Project Centrality
PD → Project Density
TL → Types of License
PL → Programming Language
FS → Financial Support
P. Comp → Project Complexity
PM → Project Maturity
TA → Target Audience
Value 0 Indicates Not Applicability

Here the explored analysis done by three-stage least squares estimation method with 121 samples and 103 observations.

VI. Conclusion

Open source represents an exciting opportunity for research in a wide variety of disciplines. This project applies e-mail analysis to understand how developers communicate in an open source project. Since the developers in open source projects are geographically distributed and may never meet face-to-face, it is important to understand how they communicate to organize and coordinate their efforts.

The analysis of the OSS project suggests an interesting pattern of communication where a developer having a large centrality signifies a leading path of information traffic, the contribution index identifies the core developers of the project, and community density gives the readiness of the group to dynamic changes in completing the project. The analysis also reveals that communications within the project are driven by a few prominent developers in one sub-group who are centrally located in the network. These results suggest interesting opportunities for future research. For example, one could examine whether a developer comes under core group or not. One could also consider the influence of communication patterns on aspects of project routine or activity.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DA</th>
<th>DA Coeff</th>
<th>Ptc</th>
<th>Ptc Std.Err</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PC Coeff</th>
<th>PC Std.Err</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>PD Coeff</th>
<th>PD Std.Err</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>TL Coeff</th>
<th>TL Std.Err</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>FS Coeff</th>
<th>FS Std.Err</th>
<th>P.Comp</th>
<th>P.Comp Coeff</th>
<th>P.Comp Std.Err</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>PM Coeff</th>
<th>PM Std.Err</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>TA Coeff</th>
<th>TA Std.Err</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.732</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>-1.849</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>-0.707</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.420</td>
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<td>0.446</td>
<td>-1.849</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>-0.707</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Results By Three Stage Least Squares Estimate
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